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The little child had no fear but e enjoying himself hv4ely. However, he"

had much reason to feart There was tremendous danger there, end there is

tremendous danger all about tie in thin age. But (od says that there in going

to be a time when we can sit every man under his vine and under his fig tree

and there will be nothing to make us afraid, because all the things around

u that can canes us danger will be removed, and Jesus Christ will be reign

ing in IRS marelous Mtflenata Kingdom. It will be a time of complete ex

ternal safety.




7. An Interpolated Exhortation - 1.5

Micah given still another characteristic of the Millennial Kingdom, but first

be pauses for a little aside. This fifth verse is rather rerpiexing. It reads:

"For all people will walk every one in the name of his god, and we will walk

in the name of the Lord our God. for ever and. ever,*

Bow can it be said that al1 people will walk every one in the nane of his

god". We know that the heathen gods do not actually exist, and that they will

all prove to be nothing. It is certain that, no one will. walk in the name of

any of them after our Lord Jesus Christ comes back. What can the veree mean?

Careful examination of the Hebrew results in an entirely satisfactory solution

to the Droblem. The first verb, which in here translated as a future, "will

walk"', could just as well be translated simply an a frequentative, "lk". It

shows habitual action.

Rtcah calls attention to the great tenacity with which many adherents of false

religions cling to their beliefs and to the loyalty that they show to the false

teachings of their various cults. Some years ago it was my experience to tra

vel in a Mohammedan country. I was much interested as I eat in a train at the

beginning or the evening, to see so many Arabs standing up on their seats and

bowing toward 4ecca. When the time came to perform their religious obser-

vances* they did so without the slightest bit of embarrassment or

self-con-sciousness.Row different it is in this country. We seldom see a man with
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